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For many, Salvador DalÃ (1904â€“1989) represents the Surrealist painter par excellence, one

whose work explored his own dream life, hallucinations, and fetishes in the process of objectifying

the irrational elements of the unconscious. In this rare and important volume, the painter expresses

(in his inimitably eccentric fashion) his ideas of what painting should be, expounds on what is good

and bad painting, offers opinions on the merits of Vermeer, Picasso, CÃ©zanne, and other artists,

and expresses his thoughts on the history of painting.In a blend of outrageous egotism and

unconventional humor, DalÃ presents 50 "secrets" for mastering the art of painting: "the secret of

sleeping while awake," "the secret of the periods of carnal abstinence and indulgence to be

observed by the painter," "the secret of the painter's pointed mustaches," "the secret of learning to

paint before knowing how to draw," "the secret of the painter's marriage," "the secret of the reason

why a great draughtsman should draw while completely naked," and many other Daliesque

prescriptions for artistic success.Illustrated with the artist's own drawings, this volume is a

fascinating mixture of serious artistic advice, lively personal anecdotes, and academic

craftsmanship. It is, according to the San Francisco Chronicle, "in lay-out and clarity of design . . . a

remarkable work of art in itself." Especially esteemed for its insights into modern art, 50 Secrets of

Magic Craftsmanship is indispensable reading for any student of Surrealism or 20th century

painting.
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Not a practical guide (despite the title). Learn! How to sleep without sleeping, the correct way to

point your mustache, how often to have sex with your wife and when, and a little note here and

there on which colors to use and how to draw.The best thing about this book are the illustrations

(mostly pen and ink) which are amazing and reveal the true mastery of technique Dali had. He

idolized Valasquez and thought his fellow modern artists were hacks. Picasso (fellow Spaniard) --

talented but misguided. Realism is the goal. That and flat paintings (look at the canvas at an angle

to make sure your brush strokes aren't building up any ridges of paint).Worth $10 fursure.

This is a book on oil painting which is peppered with Dalinian absurdities and illustrations.I like Dali's

writing personality. But if you don't find humor in it, then just skip to the useful parts such as

underpainting. I started using his advice for under and over painting colors ('glazes') and the results

are wonderful. (soon to be posted on my website) He spells out very clearly how to do this. This is

information that is not really spelled out in other books. Check out the oil painting - "Galarina" - of his

wife which is reproduced in the book. Hundreds of hours of work.Amongst some humorous and

impractical "secrets" - making medium out of wasps, et al - there is some really sound advice

directly from a master. How much would you pay to get two or three private lessons from

him?Humor, unique illustrations, great advice: I think Dali's book is a great bargain. I almost didn't

write this review so that I could keep it more to myself!

A unique tome, for sure. I find myself looking for tips from time-to-time - but keep in mind this book

was written over fifty years ago and many of the materials that he uses are difficult to find,

prohibitively expensive, or just plain wierd. And I love wierd. "the Slumber with a Key" is something

I'll have to test someday, but I wonder if I'll ever have the time, space and inclination to construct a

retrospective sequence of aranariums. Of particular amusement is his "Dalinian Analysis" system of

rating painters (he even rates himself) according to categories such as Genius, Composition,

Mystery, Authenticity,etc. In short, he adores Raphael, Vermeer, and Velasquez; and chaffes at

Picasso, Mondrian, and (with grace) really lets Cezanne have it, so to speak. Also amusing are the

descriptions of various sympathy/antipathy relationships between counterparts found in nature.A

peculiar and inspiring work.

I had bought this book back in January 2013 and liked it. A friend have been eye-balling it so I

decided to order another copy for him. What I got was a smaller edition with inferior printing and

paper. The formatting isn't even straight and it's clear it's a cheaper and inferior copy to my original



purchase. It seems  has left the book dimensions for the old print (both Dover Publishing) on the

product page but the current editions are smaller than 8.5" x 11". Not happy with this lesser edition.

This is an incredible, weird book that every artist should read! Dali has a beautiful, lyrical writings

style that's filled with humor. He teaches you all kinds of strange things to do to improve your

painting technique, from what kind of pets to keep in your studio (spiders) to how deal with not

having the crutch of a grid system when drawing from the model (use actual crutches).I'm not sure

whether he's totally serious about all of this or if his tongue is in cheek, but all of it is highly

entertaining. Many of the colors and materials that he writes about are no longer made or difficult to

find, but it's still worth reading just for entertainment purposes. His drawing and much of the painting

advice is solid, and there is truth in all 50 of his secrets, no matter how outlandish they may seem.

His drawing and much of the painting advice is solid. A true love of life, beauty and art shines

through on every single page, a joy to read.

This book is a must for Dali fans who also have an interest in creating artworks themselves. A good

sense of humour is required as much of the writing cannot be taken seriously. Some caution is

required when choosing which "practical" suggestions are to be carried out or lessons to be taken

literally. Overall a fine light read.

This is one of the books every painter should have!He explains a lot of interesting things about his

technique, materials that should be used and that should not, brushes, paints, oils, mediums,

siccatives, etc., etc. rules that should be observed and so on ...Besides, enjoy his mind, is a Crazy

Horse!Besides, the book is very cheap! (there are a lot of expensive books that mean nothing)If you

are a painter, repeat after me : I will have it!

Advice on Creating Art While Naked, from Salvador Dali."By the time you have acquired proficiency

in drawing I advise you in turn to undress completely...for the man who knows how to draw and

who, charcoal in hand, is able at last to draw what he wants, feels himself to have become a kind of

god--and sensations of that kind I very strongly advise you to experience in a state of total nudity,

rather than clothed. This is known as Secret Number 23."And you should see Secret #24.
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